
April 6 Faculty Assembly Agenda (12:35p-1:25p in Ovalwood 100) 

 

Attendance: Kate Nelson, Phil Mazzocco, Steve Joyce, Mollie Cavender, Joe Fahey, 

Stavros Constantinou, Gary Kennedy, John Thrasher, Ruth Lowery, Ozeas Costa, 

Glenn Hartz, Carol Landry, Amy Brunnell, Carolyn Skinner, Kate Shannon, Susan 

Delagrange, Elizabeth Kolkovich, Cynthia Callahan, Steve Abedon, Mirel Caibar, 

Dave Tovey, Barbara McGovern, Bill Putikka, Steve Gavazzi, Del Lindsey, Heather 

Tanner, Terri Bucci, Dennis Shaffer, Norman Jones, Sergei Chmutov, Andrew 

Kinney, Yongmin Sun, Sarah Metzger (guest), Donna Hight (guest), Nicole Wakeley 

(guest) 

Excused: Agus Munoz-Garcia, Scopas Poggo, Faith Wyzgoski, Joanne Ruthsatz, 

Rachel Bowen, Dawn Kitchen 

 

Meeting called to order at 12:36p.m. 

 

1. Sarah Metzger, Campus Sexual Assault Advocate Introduction:  

Introduced by Donna Hight with mention of current adjustments to federal 

mandates.  Sarah’s presence here is the result of a grant developed with 

the Women’s Shelter.  Sarah’s office identified as Conard 227.  Part of her 

mission is to meet with students affected by sexual assault and to raise 

general awareness of this issue.  Email: metzger.343@osu.edu  Faculty are 

encouraged to inform students of Sarah’s presence.  Sarah’s information 

will be incorporated into relevant syllabus language and distributed by 

Donna Hight’s office for the fall.  Sarah’s primary mission is for students;  

faculty and staff would typically work through the HR system, especially in 

terms of reporting.  Sarah serves some role in anonymous reporting, 

providing statistical data but limiting disclosure in accordance with federal 

guidelines. 

April is Sexual Assault Awareness Month, and Sarah reinforced some of the 

awareness programming underway. 

 

mailto:metzger.343@osu.edu


 

2. Title IX Training Update:  

Nicole Wakely, HR, encouraged completion of online training.  Students 

who have concerns or issues can be sent to Sarah or Donna, and all three of 

these people will be communicating regularly. Sarah is the first line of 

contact for students, and can maintain some level of confidentiality with 

students.  Tessa Bianchi is the counselor – and she is the one that can 

maintain a greater level of confidentiality.   

 

3. Approval of Minutes from 2/18/16 Meeting:  

Motion to approve: Abedon, seconded by Kennedy 

24 approved, 1 abstention. 

 

4. Faculty Service Positions Update: 

Faculty Secretary for AU 16 will be Kate Shannon –affirmed by vote: 28 

approved, 0 abstentions  

Regional Campus Faculty Salary Appeals Committee Representative will be 

Elizabeth Kolkovich – affirmed by vote: 28 approved, 0 abstentions 

 

5. Senate Report Senate from the March 24 meeting:  

Phil Mazzocco read statement prepared by our Senator, Agus Munoz-

Garcia, who was not present as the Faculty Assembly. 

Proposals approved included: 

-establish a Center for Ethics and Human Values 

-establish a Global Water Institute 

-approve rule changes related to academic marks 

-approve changes to the revised university calendar 

-approve changes to align with a Board of Trustees bylaw 

We also received an update that a proposal of revisions to the Code of 

Student Conduct led to active debate and concerns about due process and 

the ability of accused individuals to defend against accusations.  Proposal 

passed, but our rep voted against it. 

 



6. Regional Campus Cluster Committee has disbanded in part because 

strategic planning is happening at individual campus level; relevant VP duty 

line should be struck from constitution (to be voted upon as part of full set 

of changes to document) 

-question was raised as to whether our “voice” as regional campuses was 

diminished by this change.  Dean Gavazzi responded that the former 

structure was inefficient and Regional Deans’ Meeting (now monthly 

instead of quarterly) and the role Jennifer Cowley plays now support this 

effort. 

   

 

7. Committee to Restructure Committees has produced a report with a 

corresponding list of recommended changes.  The Executive Committee will 

discuss the proposal, and then forward a proposal to the full faculty body. 

 

 

8. Report on “Canvas” (replacement for Carmen)  

Susan Delagrange – new platform will still be called “Carmen” but company 

will change from Desire2Learn to Canvas. 

Susan considers this a well-thought-out decision developed through two 

pilot semesters with over 1000 courses involved.  She then showed a demo 

of her own course page. Instructors can continue with current interface 

until December, and it will be phased in incrementally.  Instructors strongly 

encouraged to switch no later than fall.  Susan fielded questions from 

instructors and encouraged the use of a sandbox to ease the transition, and 

mentioned that a three-hour Canvas workshop will be held on our campus. 

 

9. As the available time was ending, the Dean Report was shortened to a 

strong encouragement by Steve to complete the Title IX training. 

Meeting concluded at 1:28pm.  Minutes respectfully submitted by J. Fahey. 

 


